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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent work [l], Artstein proved that any measurable selection of 
the parametrized integral of a finite-dimensional compact-valued multi- 
function can be generated by the integral of a globally measurable selec- 
tion. 
Motivated by this result, we are interested in a similar problem, but in 
the context of separable Banach spaces. More precisely, let T , S  be 
complete separable metric spaces, let E be a separable Banach space, let 
A be a finite measure on T ,  let ( p,), be a family of probability measure 
on S, and let F be a measurable multifunction from T X S to the space of 
all nonempty compact subsets of E. We shall prove that for any measur- 
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able selection y of the multifunction 
there exists a sequence (f,),, 
of F such that for A-almost every t E T ,  
of S A ( T )  @ S'(S)-measurable selections 
where S A ( T ) ,  9 3 0 )  denote, respectively, the complete a-field of T with 
respect to the measure A and the a-field of S. Our approach is based on 
projecting r(t)  into a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of E. This 
gives an approximation of y ( t )  by the integral of globally measurable 
selections of F.  
Another attempt to study such a problem was made by Papageorgou [8]. 
He proved the existence of an exact approximation of y ( t ) ,  but under a 
very strong assumption, namely, the convexity of values of F. 
Nevertheless, if E is finite-dimensional space or F has a convex value, 
the representation is exact. 
The paper consists of seven sections. Section 2 is devoted to the 
notations and the main result. New auxiliary results are given in Section 3; 
notably we are concerned with a notion of series of compact-valued 
multifunctions in Banach spaces. In Section 4,  we establish a new approxi- 
mation of a measurable compact-valued multifunction in separable Banach 
spaces, by a sequence of measurable compact-valued multifunctions in 
finite-dimensional spaces. Section 5 consists of a study of some particular 
multifunctions. Proof of the main result is given in Section 6. In Section 7, 
we give an application to control. 
2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND MAIN RESULT 
Unless otherwise specified, we work in a separable Banach space E and 
2',, the space of all nonempty subsets of E. For any r > 0, x E E,  and 
c E 2 I,, 
ICI = s~p{llxll/x E CI. 
d ( x , C )  = infCllx -yll/y E Cl. 
N x ,  r )  = { y  E E/llx - yll < rl. 
a ( C ,  x) = sup{(x*, x) /x*  E E*}, where E* is the strong topologi- 
cal dual of E. 
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For A,  B E 2', the Hausdorff distance between A and B is given by 
h ( A ,  B )  = sup(e(A, B),  e (B,  A)), where e ( A ,  B )  = sup{d(x, B ) / x  E A}. 
Let ( U , d ,  r ] )  be a measurable space and let G: R + 2 '  be a multifunc- 
tion. We say that 
G is d-measurable if for any open subset V in E ,  {x E U / G ( x )  
n V #  0) E&'. 
G is 7-integrably bounded if there exists a function g q-integra- 
ble such that for all u E U, IG(u)l 4 g(u). 
For a topological space X and A E X ,  we denote by 9 ( X )  the a-field 
of X ,  by MA), cl(A), co A,  Ac or X\A, and xA, respectively, the set of 
all nonempty compact subsets of E ,  the closure, the convex hull, the 
complement, and the characteristic function of A. 
Assumptions. Let T ,  S be separable complete metric spaces. Let E be 
a separable Banach space. Let F:  T X S + 2 ' .  In all the following, we 
make the following hypotheses: 
(a) 
(b) 
(A,) ( t ,  s) + F( t ,  s) is g ( T )  @9(S)-measurable. 
(A,) For all ( t ,  s) E T x S ,  F( t ,  s) E k(E).  
(A,) For all t E T ,  s + F( t ,  s) is P,-integrably bounded. 
(A,) For any D E ~ ( S ) ,  t + p, (D)  is g(T)-measurable. 
Under the assumptions (A,), . . . , (A4), let us state the main result: 
THEOREM 2.1. The multifunction r ( t )  = cl(/ F( t ,  s)p,(ds)) is S A ( T ) -  
measurable. For any a),(T)-measurable selection y of r, there exists a 
sequence of g A ( T )  @ ~(S)-measurablefunctions f, :  T X S + E and a subset 
N of T such that h ( N )  = 0 and 
S 
(a) V n  E N, V t  E T\N, f,,(t, s) E F( t ,  s), &almost ecerywhere; 
(b) V t  E T\N, y ( t )  = l imn+ + m  jsf;,(t,  s)P,(ds). 
Moreouer, if E is finite-dimensional space, the sequence (f,),, 
COROLLARY 2.2. 
is station- 
ary. 
Suppose, in addition, that F is concex ualued. Then 
there exist a g A ( T )  @ g(S)-measurablefunction g :  T X S + E and a subset 
N of T such that h ( N )  = 0 and 
(a) V n  E N, V t  E T\N, g( t ,  s) E F( t ,  s), p,-almost ecevywhere; 
(b) V t  E T\N, y ( t )  = / g( t ,  s)P,(ds). S 
In all the following, ( R , d ,  p) is a measurable space where p is a 
a-finite measure and d is a complete a-field with respect to p. 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we introduce the notion of convergent series of measur- 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a multifunction in R with nonempty closed 
able multifunctions from R to k ( E ) .  Recall the following theorem: 
values in E. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For any open subset V of E ,  the set { w E R/R( w )  n V} E S ~ .  
(ii) ( w ,  x) + d(x ,  R ( w ) )  is measurable. 
(iii) The graph or R belongs to d X 9( E).  
(iv) There exists a sequence (gn),,EN of measurable functions on R 
such that 
R( w )  = cl({a,( w ) / n  E N}), b'w E R 
For the proof, see Castaing and Valadier [5, Theorem iii.301. The 
is called a Castaing representation of R. 
Consequently, a multifunction with nonempty closed values in E is 
Let X and Y be complete separable metric spaces. Let 
Q: R + k ( E )  be a measurable multifunction. Let a :  R + Y (resp. p :  
X + Y )  be a measurable (resp. continuous) function such that for each 
w E R, a( w )  E p(Q(w)).  Then, there exists a measurable function i: R + X 
such that i ( w )  E Q ( w )  and a ( w )  = p ( i ( w ) ) .  
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. We need this result to study 
the selections of a class of multifunctions defined as a series of multifunc- 
tions. 
Let (KnIll tN be a sequence of nonempty subsets of E and define 
CZZ, K,, as the set of all convergent series CZ_",x,, where x,, E K, for all 
n E N. It is clear that this notion is valid for a sequence of measurable 
multifunctions; it suffices to replace K,, by X,(w)  for all w E R. 
Now, we establish the following important result. It has many applica- 
tions in the proof of the main result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (K,,), be a sequence of measurable multifunc- 
tions from R to k (E) .  Assume that for any w E R, E,:=",K,(w) is nonempty 
and bounded. Then the multifunction S( w )  = cl(ETZo K,( w ) )  is measurable. 
Moreouer, for any measurable selection s of S ,  there exists a sequence (a,),, 
of measurable mappings such that each a, is a selection of K,  and s ( w )  = 
sequence (a,),, 
d-measurable if one of the above statements is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
c;:, q,( w ) .  
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Pro05 Without loss of generality, we may assume that for each n E N 
and w E R,  0 E K,,(w). First, let us prove that S is measurable. It suffices 
to prove, according to Theorem 3.1, that for all x E E,  w + d(x, S( w ) )  is 
measurable. Indeed, for any p E N, define the multifunction 
Let ( w ,  x) E R X E.  It is clear that 
d ( x ,  S( 0)) I d(x, SI,( w ) ) ,  v p  E N. 
Let E > 0. Then there exists y E Z:ZoK,(w) such that 
Ilx - yll I d ( x ,  S (  w ) )  + E .  
(3.3.1) 
Let (y,),,, be a sequence such that yr, E S,(w) and (y,),,N converges 
to y .  Then there exists an integer p o  such that 
IIx -ypll I d ( x , S ( w ) )  + 8,  v p  2 p o .  
Hence 
d ( x , S p ( w ) )  < d ( x , S ( w ) )  + 8,  v p  2 p o .  (3.3.2) 
Thus, by combining (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) we deduce that the sequence 
(d(x, S,( w))), , , converges to d(x, S(w)).  Since S, is measurable, S is 
measurable according to Theorem 3.1. 
To finish with, let us prove the following result 
CLAIM 1. 
Pro05 
For all w E R,  h(cl(C,+,",K,(w)), (0)) + 0 when n + +a. 
Let n E N, w E R ,  and x* E E*. Obviously 
+ =  c coK, (w) .  
, = n + l  
Then 
c c o K , ( w ) , x *  . 
(3.3.3) 
1 + =  z = o  1 = O  i = n + l  
On the other hand, since the sequence ( e (S (  w ) ,  S,( w))) ,  , is decreasing, 
it is easy to get that e ( S ( w ) ,  SJl (w) )  + 0 when p + +m,  which gives 
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h ( S ( w ) ,  S,(o)) + 0 when p + +m. Hence by (3.3.3) and Hormander’s 
equality, we achieve the proof of the claim. 
Now, we are in a position to prove the existence of (a,), N. Consider 
the multifunction 
R,( w )  = KO( 0) x cl c Ki( 0) L+: 1 
and the function 
a :  E X E + E ,  a ( x , y )  = X  + y .  
Observe that s is a measurable selection of a(R(o) ) .  Then by using 
Proposition 3.2, there exist two measurable functions ao, cp, such that 
Inductively, a,( o), . . . , a,- , ( w )  and cp,,(o) are defined; consider R,,(o) = 
K,,( o) x cl(Z:L:, K,( 0)). Since cp, is a measurable selection of R,, there 
exist, by virtue of Proposition 3.2, two measurable functions a,, and p,,+, 
such that 
Furthermore, by Claim 1, we have that p,(w) + 0 when n + f m ,  and 
therefore the proof is complete. 
4. MEASURABLE APPROXIMATION OF 
MULTIFUNCTIONS IN BANACH SPACE BY 
MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS IN 
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to give a new approximation of a class of 
multifunctions with values in E and these Aumann’s integrals. Let (E,,), 
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be a sequence of subspaces of  E such that 
dimE,, = n ,  E,, c E , , + , ,  and E = cl U En . r1 1 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K E k(E) .  Then there exist a sequence ( K p l p E N  
in k( E )  and an increasing sequence ( n J P  NT such that 
Kll E k(E , ,p )  and lim h ( K , , K )  = 0. 
n+ += 
Pro08 Let p E N*. Then there exists 4, such that 
For all q E N, define 
K: = (0) i f  4 q p  
and consider the function q:(x) = d(x, K:). Since UIZl En is dense in E ,  
it is easy to show that for all x E K ,  q:(x) + 0 when q + +a. Let us 
prove that the convergence is uniform; since K is compact, there exists 
x: E K such that 
sup d(x, K;)  = d ( x $  q). (4.1 . l )  
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that (x:)yEN converges in 
K ;  namely, xl1 its limit. From (4.1.1) it follows that 
X E K  
(4.1.2) 
The right-hand side of (4.12) converges to 0 as q + +a; hence for all 
p E N, 
sup d ( x , ~ : )  + O as q + +a. 
x t K  
Consequently, there exists a sequence (n,), N" such that 
sup d ( x , ~ : ~ )  + o a s p  + +a. 
X E K  
(4.1.3) 
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On the other hand, since ( K  + cl(B(0, i))) contains K:I,, by using (4.1.3) 
we have that h ( K l ,  K )  + 0 as p + +m. By putting K, = K l  , we achieve 
the proof of Prop6sition 4.1. 
As a consequence, we have an approximation of moving compacts. First, 
we may assume that 
P 
and for any p 2 2, 
(4.1.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let K :  R + k ( E )  be a measurable multifunction. 
Then there exist two measurable sequences n,(.): R + N* and K,: R + k ( E )  
such that for all p E N* and w E R, 
(i> dim E,lI,cw, = n,(w>. 
(ii) K,(w) E k(EnPco,> and IK,(w>l I IK(w>l + 1. 
(iii) h(K,(w),  K ( w ) )  + 0 a s p  + +a. 
Pro08 By Proposition 4.1, there exists a sequence nJl: R + E such that 
for all w E R ,  we have 
where K,(w) = ( K ( w )  + cl(B(0, $1) n EllPcw,>. Recall that, by (4.1.4) and 
(4.1.51, 
n , ( w )  = min{q E sup d ( x , K ~ ( w ) )  I I}, 
x E K ( w )  
and for any p 2 2, 
nl, = min q 2 n p p l (  w )  + 1 sup d ( x ,  K:( w ) )  I i x E K ( w )  P 
CLAIM 2. 
Pro08 
For allp E N*, n,(.): R + N is measurable. 
For each m E N, define 
A,  = { w  E R / n , ( w )  > I}. 
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By the definition of n,(w),  it is clear that 
Since K: is measurable, ( w ,  x) + sup, K ( w )  d ( y ,  K:(w))  is measurable 
according to Theorem 3.1; hence A, belongs to d. Inductively, assume 
that n,(-) is measurable. Set 
Obviously 
so that by choice of the sequence (nP),= N, it follows that A,,, ~ d ,  and 
therefore nP+ ,(.I is measurable. 
CLAIM 3. For any p E N*, the multifunction w + A,(w) = En,(o) is 
measurable. 
Pro08 Let G(A,) = {( w ,  x) E R x E / x  E A,( w ) }  be the graph of A,. 
It is clear that 
Hence the measurability of G(A,) follows from Claim 2. 
Finally, Kll is measurable. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Q,  R: R + Z E  be measurable and integrably bounded 
multifunctions with nonempty closed values in E. Then 
For the proof, see Hiai and Umegaki [6, Theorem 4.11. 
We need this lemma to prove the following consequence of Proposi- 
COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that p is finite and let G: R + k ( E )  be a 
measurable and integrably bounded multifunction. Then there exist a sequence 
n,(.): R + N of measurable functions and a sequence GI]: R + k ( E )  of 
tion 4.2. 
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measurable multifunctions such that 
(a) V p  E N*, Vw E R,  G,(w)  E En,(,). 
(b) Vw E R ,  h(G,(w), G ( w ) )  + 0 a sp  + +m. 
(c) h ( /  G,(w)  d p ,  cl(/ G ( w )  dp) )  + 0 a sp  + +a. R R 
Pro05 By Proposition 4.2, there exist a sequence a,(.): R + N of 
measurable functions and a sequence G,: R + k ( E )  of measurable multi- 
functions such that for every w E R ,  one has 
lim h(GIl( w ) ,  G( w ) )  = 0 ;  
p +  + =  
since G is integrably bounded and p is finite, then from the Lebesgue 
convergence theorem, it follows that lim, ~ + 5c h(G,(w), G(w) )  = 0. 
Finally, by Lemma 4.3, we have that l imp+ +r: h ( /  G,(w) d p ,  
cl(ln G( w )  dp) )  = 0. This completes the proof. n 
5. SOME RESULTS O F  MEASURABILITY 
The purpose of this section is to prove the measurability of t + r ( t ) .  To 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let C be a nonempty subset of E .  We call: 
(a) The relative boundary of C, denoted ri(C), the interior of C in 
the closed affine subspace spanned by C, namely, Ec7. 
(b) The relative boundary of C, denoted dri(C), the boundary of C 
as a subset of E,. It is clear that if C is not a singleton, then dri(C) = 
cl(C) n (E,\ri(C)). 
begin with, we study some particular multifunctions. 
Remark 5.2. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of E. Then 
E , . = c l  IJ ( n ( C - X )  + x )  , 
(4 1 
where x is an arbitrary element of ri(C). 
Let Q: R + 2 be a measurable multifunction with nonempty 
closed conuex values in E .  Suppose that there exists a measurable selection v 
of Q such that for all w E R ,  a ( w )  E ri(Q( w)) .  Then the multifunction E,: 
w + E,,,, is measurable. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
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Pro05 Let o E R. By the previous remark, we have that 
\ 
Hence if (a,), is a Castaing representation of Q ,  then 
E m )  = cl( u Iy,”(w)$ 
n , y s N  
where $(o) = n(a,(o) - a ( w ) )  + a ( w ) .  This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.4. Under all assumptions of Lemma 5.3, we have 
(i) 
(ii) 
Pro05 
ri(Q). Then 
G( ri( Q ) )  = {( o, X) E 
The graph of the multifunction ri(Q): o + r i (Q(o) )  belongs to 
The multifunction dri(Q): o + dri(Q(w)) is measurable. 
Let G(ri(Q)) = ((0, x) E R X E / x  E ri(Q(w))} be the graph of 
32 €3 &?(E). 
X E / ~ E  > 0, (cl( B( X ,  E ) )  n C Q( o)} 
= U G,, 
n t N *  
where 
Hence, to achieve the proof, it suffices to prove that G,, belongs to 
32 €3 &?(E). Indeed, consider the multifunctions 
H ( w , x )  = cl B 0, - n (E,,,, -x) and [ 3) 
G ( o , x )  = ( Q ( o )  -x). 
If D is a countable and dense subset of E”. then 
G, = n { ( W . x )  En X E / ~ ( H ( ~ , ~ ) , ~ * )  4 a ( ~ ( w , x ) , x * ) ) ,  
x * s D  
so that G,, belongs to d @ B ( E )  because G and H admit Castaing 
representations according to Theorem 3.1. This gives 6). 
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On the other hand, let G(dri(Q))" = ((0, x) E R X E / x  @ dri(Q(w))} 
be the complement of the graph of dri(Q). It is easy to show that 
Consequently, by applying (i) and Lemma 5.3, we obtain (ii), and therefore 
the lemma is proved. 
In the rest of this section, Y is a separable Hilbert space endowed with 
its scalar product ( * , * ). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let K be a nonempty closed concex subset of Y. Then 
For ecevy x E dn'(K),  there exists an element y E EK such that 
a ( K ,  y )  = ( y ,  x>. 
Let y E E K .  If for all x E K ,  a ( K , y )  = ( y , x ) ,  then K is a 
singleton or y = 0. 
Let x E dri(K) and z E ri(K).  Since (x - z )  @ ri(K - z )  and 
ri(K - z )  is an open subset of E K p r ,  there exists, by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, y E EK-,\{O} such that 
(a) 
(b) 
Pro05 
a ( r i ( K - z ) , y )  I ( y , x - z ) .  
Since x E K we deduce that a ( K ,  y )  = ( y ,  x). Thus we obtain (a). 
that 
On the other hand, suppose that K is not a singleton. Let y E EK such 
a ( K , y )  = (y,x) VX E K .  
Then 
a ( r i ( K - x ) , y )  = 0 Vx E r i ( K ) .  
Choose A > 0 such that Ay E ( K  -XI; then Ally1l2 = 0, so that y = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Let K :  R + 2' be a measurable multifunction with 
nonempty conuex compact ualues. Let k be a measurable selection of dri(K). 
Then there exists a measurable function a : R + Y such that for any w E Cl, 
we hace 
COROLLARY 5.6. 
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Pro05 Define the multifunction 
By virtue of Proposition 5.5, it is clear that A(w) is a nonempty closed 
subset of Y. Furthermore, A is measurable according to Theorem 3.1 and 
therefore admits a measurable selection a.  This completes the proof. 
In the following, we denote 
0 A := {( t ,  S )  E T X S/p , ( {s }  > O}, N =Ac. 
0 V D  c T X S, proj, D = {t  E T / 3 s  E S ,  ( t ,  s) E T X S} ,  and for any 
0 I = proj, A. 
t E T ,  D, = { S  E S / ( t ,  S )  E T X S } .  
LEMMA 5.7. 
Pro08 
The set A belongs to 9 ( T )  @ 9 ( S ) .  
It suffices to prove that the function w: ( t ,  s) * p,({s}) is B ( T )  
@9(S)-measurable. Indeed, let ( x ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~  be a dense sequence in S; let 
p E N*. Define 
On the other hand, consider the sequence of mappings (w,), N* defined 
by 
where q‘ is the integer such that s E S i c .  For all p E N*, by hypothesis 
(A4), ( t ,  s) + w,(t, s) is 9 ( T )  @B(S)-measurable. Consider the sequence 
S, = 0,”- S;,. Since (S,), is decreasing and nT=l S, = {s}, it follows 
that w is the pointwise limit of (w,), ; hence it is measurable. This ends 
the proof. 
As a consequence, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 5.8. 
The proof is based on the projection theorem. 
LEMMA 5.9. 
The set I belongs to S A ( T )  
There exists a sequence qTZ: I + S of SA(T)-measurable 
mappings such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the atoms of 
p, and the sequence qO(t) ,  q l ( t ) ,  . . . andfor all t E T ,  A,  = {q, l ( t ) /n  E N}. 
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Pro05 
In the following, we prove that for each t E T ,  
See Artstein [ l ,  Lemma 4.51. 
F( t ,  s)P,(ds) can be 
represented as a convergent series of measurable compact-valued multi- 
functions. 
Let m, n E N. Put AT = {t  E I/4,(t) = 4,,(t)}. By Lemma 5.12, it is 
obvious that A: € B A ( T ) .  For t E I ,  define the family 
!Ar 
K o ( t )  = Pt( {40(  t > } ) F ( t ,  1) 
1 = 0  
Combined with Proposition 3.3, the next result has an important role in 
COROLLARY 5.10. 
Pro05 
the proof of the main result. 
For all t E I ,  lAtF( t ,  s)P,(ds) = C:Z,K,,(t). 
Let t E I .  By the definition of Aumann's integral, it is clear that 
+ m  
L, n=O F ( t , s ) P , ( d s )  = c K ( t > .  
Conversely, let x E C,+,",K,(t). Then there exists a sequence x, E K,,(t) 
such that x = C:Zox,,. On the other hand, define the function 
1 
By simple calculation, we have that 
Since f , ( - )  is a measurable selection of F( t ,  . ), the corollary is proved 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.11. 
tion. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
Now that we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.1, we need the 
Let f :  T x S + E be a B,,(T) 8 B(S)-measurable func- 
(i) 
(ii) 
f ( t ,  s )  E F( t ,  s) ,  v-almost ecerywhere. 
For h-almost every t E T ,  f ( t ,  s) E F( t ,  s), &almost everywhere. 
where v is the measure on A?(T X S) gicen by v ( D )  = 1 P,(D,) dh.  
T 
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The proof is a consequence of the following claims: 
CLAIM 4. Let (Ql,dl) and (Q,,d,> bemeasurespaces. Let ( A , ) , E n l  be 
a family of positice and a-finite measures on d,. Then the following state- 
ments are equicalent : 
(i) V D  €dl  @d,, t + h,(D,) is measurable. 
(ii) V D  E d,, t + h,(D) is measurable. 
Pro05 (i) 3 (ii) is obvious. Conversely, assume that (ii) holds and 
consider the set 
It is clear that for every A,  B E A u B E Z It suffices to show that 
9- is a monotonous family and contains the Cartesian product d, x d,. 
Indeed, let (D'f),ftN be an increasing sequence of 5 By putting D = 
ULzo D",  it is easy to check that D, = ULzo O f ,  which gives h,(D,) = 
lim,f ~ + m  A,(D:), and therefore t + h,(D,) is measurable, so that D E 5 
On the other hand, let B = C x D €dl  X d , .  Obviously B, = D if 
t E C and B, = (21 otherwise. This implies that h,(B,) = h,(D)xc7(t), from 
which we deduce that t + h,(B,) is measurable. Hence dl X d, c 5 This 
achieves the proof. 
Let f :  T x S + R be a B,(T) @9(S)-measurable function. 
Then t + J,"t, s)P,(ds) is measurable and f ( t ,  s) dv = I T d h  f ( t ,  
For the proof, we use an approximation of f by a sequence of linear 
CLAIM 5. 
I T X  s S 
s)P,(ds). 
combinations of characteristic functions, and we apply Claim 4. 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
To begin with, we prove that t + r(t) is measurable. Indeed, denote by 
L ,  and L ,  the restriction of r to I and T\I, respectively. Hence L , ( t )  is 
convex and compact because P, is atomless on N,. On the other hand, 
since for any x* E E " ,  
Therefore, Claim 5 implies that t + a( 
on I ,  so that L ,  is measurable. 
F ( t ,  s)P,(ds), x") is measurable L 
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Finally, since 
with the same reasoning applied to t + F ( t , s ) p , ( d s )  and by using 
Corollary 5.10 together with Proposition 3.3, we prove the measurability of 
L, ,  and therefore r is measurable. 
To finish with, let us give explicitly a sequence ( f n I n E N  of g A ( T )  8
B’(S)-measurable selections of F such that yn(t)  = limn ~ +r: jFfN(t, 
s)P,(ds). First, assume that E is finite-dimensional space. Let 9 be the 
family of BA(T)  8 g(S)-measurable multifunctions G: T X S + k ( E )  such 
that 
INr  
G(t ,  s) c F ( t ,  s), v-almost everywhere. 
y ( t )  E F ( t ,  s)P,(ds),  A-almost everywhere. S 
By assumption, it is clear that 27 contains F .  On 27 we make the following 
order: 
VQ, R E 27, Q 5 R - Q ( t ,  s) c R ( t ,  s) v-a.e. 
LEMMA 6.1. 
For the proof, see Artstein [ l ,  Claim 1, p. 13751. 
With Go we associate the following multifunctions: 
9 admits a minimal element, namely, Go 
Obviously, L(t )  = L,(t) + L,(t). Hence by Proposition 3.3 we have the 
following: 
Remark. There exist SA(T)-measurable selections yA and yN of LA 
and L,, respectively, such that y ( t )  = y,(t) + y,(t), A-a.e. 
There exists a subset No of T such that A(No) = 0 and 
L,(t) = {yN( t )}  for A-almost every t in T .  
LEMMA 6.2. 
Pro08 Assume, on the contrary, that 
A(T,) > 0 where T,  = {t  E T/L,(t)\{y,(t)} Z @}. 
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Consider the sets 
By virtue of Corollary 5.6, Tz and T3 belong to BA(Tl). On the other hand, 
let y1 be a gA(T3)-measurable selection of the multifunction defined on 
T3 by 
and consider 
where [yl(t), y N ( t ) ]  is the set of convex combinations of yl(t) and yN(t ) .  
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 imply that 8 is measurable; hence it admits a 
BA(T3)-measurable selection according to Theorem 3.1, so that there exists 
a BA(T3)-measurable function yz such that 
Then y N ( t )  is a convex combination of yl(t> and yz(t).  The latter and yN 
being measurable selections of dr i (LN) ,  by Corollary 5.6 there exist 
measurable functions p ,  q ,  and r ,  
a ( L / v ( t ) ,  +I) = Y / v ( t ) )  
r (  t )  belongs to the vector space associated to ELL.([) 
V t  E Tz 
and 
For every nonempty subset A c E and y E E ,  we denote A, = {x E 
A / a ( A ,  y )  = ( y ,  x>>. 
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Consider the multifunction M ( t ,  s), defined as 
GO(t1 S ) r ( t )  
M t l  41 
Go(t, s> if ( t , s )  E A ,  
where g is a measurable selection of Go. It is clear that M is a A ( T )  8 
B’(S)-measurable and M ( t ,  s) c Go(t,  s). 
if ( t , s )  E ( T z  X S) n N 
if (Tf x S) n N 
GO(t, s )p( , )  u Go(t, s ) q ( l )  if (T3 x S) n N 
S 
1 M ( t , s )  = 
CLAIM 6. For A-almost evely t E T ,  y ( t )  E 
Pro05 Since y ( t )  = y,(t) + y J t )  and y,(t) E 
M ( t ,  s)P,(ds). 
M ( t ,  s)P,(ds), it suf- 
Ar 
fices to prove that y N ( t )  E M ( t ,  s)P,(ds). Indeed, let t E T = Tz U T3. 
If t E Tz then a(L,(t), r ( t ) )  = ( r ( t> ,  y N ( t ) ) ,  and therefore y N ( t )  
Nr 
M ( t ,  s)P,(ds). On the other hand, if t E T3 then 
14 
f l ( L N ( t ) ’ P ( t ) )  = ( P ( t ) J l ( t ) )  and 
a ( ~ , ( t ) & ) )  = ( P ( t ) J z ( t ) ) ;  
hence y l ( t )  and y , ( t )  belong to 1 M ( t ,  s)P,(ds) according to the definition 
of M. Moreover, since M ( t ,  s)P,(ds). 
N 
M ( t ,  s)&ds) is convex, yN( t>  E 
INr Nr 
CLAIM 7. 
Pro08 
For u-almost every ( t ,  s) E T x S ,  M ( t ,  s) c Go(t,  s). 
Since M coincides with Go on A,  it suffices to prove that 
M ( t , s ) P , ( d s )  c L N ( t )  b’t E T l .  
INr 
Assume, on the contrary, that there exists to E Tl such that 
L N ( t 0 )  = j M ( t o P M ( d s ) P , o ( d s ) ;  
Nro 
if to E T,, then by the definition of M ,  
f l ( L N ( t O ) J ( t O ) )  = ( r < t o > J )  b’x E L N ( t 0 ) .  
f l ( L r ( f o ) 4 4 f o ) )  = ( P ( t 0 h  4 or 
This is not possible according to Proposition 5.5. On the other hand, if 
to  E T3,  then for any x E LN( tO)  we have that 
f l ( L ~ ( t o ) , 4 ( t o ) )  = ( P < t o > , x ) .  
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or 
Let us show that relations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) cannot be satisfied. We begin 
with the latter. Assume that ( p ( t o ) ,  q ( to ) )  > 0. Since ap( to)  belongs to 
n'(LN(t,) - yN(tO)), which is open, there exists E > 0 such that 
so that 
a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if ( p ( t o ) ,  90,)) I 0, then 
Since 90,) E E(,,n,(to)- r(to)), there exists r] E 10, 1[ such that r]q(to) E 
(&,,(to) - yN( tO) ) ,  and therefore from (6.2.3) it follows that 
d d f O ) 2  4 ( to) )  5 0. 
This yields a contradiction. 
Finally, by using a similar argument, we prove that (6.2.1) cannot be 
satisfied. Consequently, M < Go, a contradiction with the minimality of 
Go. This ends the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
By Lemma 5.11 and the previous lemma, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 6.3. There exists a B,,(T) @ B(S)-measurable function go 
Now we are able to prove the main result. Consider the sequence 
such that u-almost every ( t ,  s) E N ,  G,(t, s) = {go( t ,  s)). 
(Kn)71 defined on I by 
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and for all nonzero integers n ,  
K?z ( t )  = - xu : ' - d A : ' ( t ) ) p t ( { S ? ~ < t ) } ) G o ( t ,  s ,(t>). 
By Corollary 5.10 
+= 
LA( t )  = KTZ( t )  A-almost everywhere on I .  
Since yA(t) E LA(t)  A-a.e. on I ,  by Proposition 3.3, there exists a sequence 
( x , ~ ) ~  of S A ( T )  89(S)-measurable selections of (Kn)n such that 
n=O 
+= 
y A ( t )  = x,(t) A-a.e. on I .  
n=O 
Consequently 
y A ( t )  = 1 h ( t , s ) p , ( d s )  A-a.e. on I ,  
A ,  
where 
Finally, consider the function 
Obviously, f is a g A ( T )  @B(S)-measurable selection of F and 
y ( t )  = j f ( t >  s)P,(ds) 
S 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case where E is a 
finite-dimensional space. 
Suppose now that E is an infinite-dimensional space. By Proposition 4.2, 
there exists a sequence of measurable multifunctions from T x S 
with nonempty compact values in finite-dimensional subspaces of E such 
that 
0 "( t ,  s) E T X S,lim,- +r: h(F,(t, s), F ( t ,  s)) = 0, 
V t  E T ,  limn ~ + m  h(Tn(t), r(tN = 0 
where r',(t> = j qz(t, s)p,(ds) and r(t) = cl(/ F ( t ,  s)p,(ds)). 
S S 
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On the other hand, since y ( t )  E r(t) A-a.e., there exists a sequence 
(x,)~ of g A ( T )  8 B(S)-measurable functions with values in finite-di- 
mensional spaces such that for A-almost every t E T ,  y,,(t) E rn(t) and 
limn+ +r: y,,(t) = y ( t ) .  Hence, by applying the result established in the 
finite-dimensional case, there exists a sequence (fa),, of g A ( T )  8 9 ( S ) -  
measurable selections of (Fa),, such that 
Let ( R , , ) ~  
such that 
be a sequence of g A ( T )  X S(S)-measurable selections of F 
Therefore, by simple computation, we deduce 
This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
lemma. 
The proof of Corollary 6.3 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Mazur’s 
7. AN APPLICATION TO CONTROL 
Let E be a separable Banach space and let S be a complete separable 
metric space. Let ( p,), [ t o ,  be a family of probability measure on S. Let 
f :  [ t o ,  t l ]  X E + E ,  g :  [ t o ,  t l ]  x S x E + E be given and denote by A the 
Lebesgue measure. Consider the control system 
x’ = f ( t , x )  + j g ( t , s , u ) P , ( d s )  S 
u E U ( t , s ) .  
An admissible control is a measurable selection u of U satisfying (7.1). 
In this section, we are concerned with the reduced system 
x’ = f ( t , x )  + c 
z: E V ( t ) ,  
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where V(t)  = {/  g ( t ,  s, u)P,(ds)/u is a Bore1 selection of U(t ,  . )}. More 
precisely, if v is a measurable selection of V, can it be generated by an 
admissible control? A partial answer is given under the following hypothe- 
ses: 
S 
(a) U is a measurable multifunction with values in k(E) .  
(b) ( t ,  s, u )  + g ( t ,  s, u )  is measurable with respect to the variable 
(c) V D  E 9 ( S ) ,  t + P,( D )  is measurable. 
(d) For all t E T ,  s + cl({g(t, s, u) /u  E U(t ,  s)}) is P,-integrably 
bounded. 
THEOREM. Assume that (a)-(d) hold. Then there exists a sequence 
( u , , ) ~ ~ ~  of admissible controls such that for A-almost every t E [ t o ,  t l ]  we 
have that 
( t ,  s) and continuous with respect to the variable u.  
u ( t >  = lim / g , , ( t ,  s, u , , ( t ,  s ) ) ~ , ( d s ) .  
F ( t , s )  = c l ({g ( t , s , u ) /u  E U ( t , s ) } )  
n + + =  s 
Pro05 By hypotheses (a) and (b), the multifunction 
is measurable with values in k(E) .  On the other hand, observe that 
v ( t )  = cl(/ F ( t ,  s)P,(ds)). Hence by using Proposition 3.2, there exists a 
sequence (?zn)?, of BA(T) 8 9(S)-measurable selections of F such that 
u ( t )  = lim h , ( t , s ) P , ( d s )  A-a.e. 
n+ += 
Moreover, by virtue of Proposition 3.2, there exists a sequence (u,,),, of 
BA(T) 8 B(S)-measurable selections of U such that h,(t, s) = g ( t ,  s, 
u,,(t, s)). Hence the proof is complete. 
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